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Question 4   

       
A zoo maintenance employee threw a pile of used cleaning rags into a hot,
enclosed room on the zoo’s premises.  The rags contained a flammable cleaning
fluid that later spontaneously burst into flames as a result of the heat in the room.

The fire caused a large water main in the zoo to burst, and the escaping water from
the main washed away a portion of the zoo’s zebra pen fence.  A zebra escaped
from the zoo through the hole in the fence caused by the water.

A young child encountered the zebra in a nearby residential area.  The child petted
the zebra and offered it a stick of candy.  In taking the candy from the child the
zebra bit off one of the child’s fingers.

On what theory or theories of liability might an action be brought against the zoo on
behalf of the child and what should be the likely outcome of such action?  Discuss.
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Answer A to Question 4

I. Child vs. Zoo

Strict Liability.  For the child to recover against zoo in strict liability she must simply
show that the wild animal causing her injury was owned by or under the care of the
zoo and that she suffered injury that were [sic] of the type consistent with
foreseeable harm by the wild animal.  This is because owners/caretakers of wild
animals are strictly liable for the reasonable and foreseeable harm caused by the
wild animal.

Here, the zebra was clearly under the care/control of the zoo when it escaped from
its cage.  As such, zoo would be strictly liable for any reasonable/foreseeable harm
the animal causes.

Zoo will argue that the child assumed the risk when it petted the zebra and offered
it a stick of candy.  However, given the fact that the zebra is generally considered
to be a wild animal, and that it is foreseeable that it could bite if in close proximity
to a person, this would not relieve zoo’s liability.

II. Child vs. Zoo

Negligence.  For child to recover against zoo in negligence, she must show duty,
breach of that duty, causation, and damages.

[Note: Zoo’s liability would be based on various liability under the theory of
respondeat superior as the zoo’s employer (Maintenance Man), and the
performance of his duty, set into motion the series of events that resulted in child’s
injury.]

Duty.  Duty arises when there is a legally recognized relationship between plaintiff
and defendant that results in defendant having to act is [sic] some fashion other
than arbitrarily towards plaintiff.  The duty owed is one of reasonable care towards
all foreseeable plaintiffs in the zone of danger created by defendant’s negligence.

At common law, duty was largely based on one’s status in relationship to defendant.
One could be an invitee, a licensee, or a trespasser.  Here the child plaintiff was not
on defendant’s property at the time of the accident, but rather was in a residential
area “nearby” the zoo.  As zoo is in the business of housing, caring for, and
maintaining wild animals, it should be reasonably foreseeable that an accident could
arise that would result in an animal being left loose in the nearby community, and
because of the nature of a wild animal’s behavior, harm could have resulted to a
person in the nearby community.  This is particularly true where children are around.

Breach of Duty.  Breach of duty arises when defendant’s actions do not rise to the
standard of care required by the law.  Here, Learned Hand’s approach would note
that the zoo breached its duty if the cost incurred with avoiding the harm causing
incident was less than the product of the probability of the harm causing incident
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arising and the magnitude of loss should the harm causing event occur.

Here, a fire caused a large water main to break with the ensuing rush of water
washing away a portion of the zebra’s pen fence.  When considering a pen fence,
(as opposed to a sturdy cage), it’s entirely foreseeable that a sudden deluge of
water could wash away a portion of the “fence.”  As such, the zoo should have
ensured construction of a caged facility that would be sturdy enough to withstand
this type of accident.

The cost involved with the construction of a pen of this nature would be significantly
less than the potential danger that a wild animal could cause to men, women, and
children in a nearby area should that animal escape.  As such, it could be argued
that the zoo breached its duty.

Causation.  For liability to arise, the zoo (or in this case, the zoo’s employee) would
have to be both actual and primary cause of the child’s injury.

Actual Cause.  Actual cause arises when “but for” defendant’s actions, plaintiff
would not have been injured.  Here, the zoo’s maintenance employee threw a pile
of cleaning rags saturated with a flammable cleaning fluid into a hot, enclosed room.
The maintenance man should have known that there was the potential for the rags
igniting resulting in a fire.  When this happened, the fire set into motion a series of
events that resulted in the zebra getting free and the child being bitten.  As such,
“but for” the maintenance man’s action, the child’s injury would not have occurred.

Proximate Cause.  Arises when a result is the natur[al] and probable/reasonable
and foreseeable consequences of defendant’s actions.  Here, we look to see if the
injury is of the type reasonably expected, or was significantly more severe than
reasonably expected.  Here, there was a fire, that resulted in a water main bursting,
that resulted in a fence being washed away, that led to a zebra escaping, that
resulted in a child being bitten by the zebra.  The zoo could reasonably argue that
the type of injury resulting to the child was not of the type that would be the
foreseeable natural consequence of a fire that caused a water main to break.  As
such, they could avoid liability as the maintenance man’s actions would not be the
proximate cause of the child’s injury.

Defenses.  At common law, contributing negligence was a complete bar to recovery.
Here, the zoo could argue that the child was contributorily negligent when she
petted the zebra and fed it candy.  If the court argued, child would be barred from
recovery.

Comparative Fault.  Today, most jurisdictions have adopted comparative fault.
Here, the could [sic] would weight [sic] the percentage of responsibility on each of
the parties and assess damages accordingly.  If child was less at fault than zoo, she
could recover accordingly.

Assumption of Risk.  If it can be shown that the child knew the consequences of her
actions and knowingly embraced the danger, this could bar her from recovery.  This
would be a matter of fact for the court to decide.
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Answer B to Question 4

Child v. Zoo

Strict Liability

Owners of trespassing wild animals will be held strictly liable (no fault need be
shown) for damages proximately caused by the animals.

Zebra a Wild Animal?

A wild animal is one that is not domesticated (does not serve man).  A zebra is a
wild animal because its only use is to be displayed in a zoo.  This zebra is from a
zoo and thus is considered wild.

Causation.

The damage to the child was both actually (BUT-FOR TEST) and proximately
(LEGALLY) caused by the zebra because the zebra bit off the child’s fingers [sic].
But for this biting, the child would not have lost his fingers [sic].  There are no
superseding causes.

Damages.

The child lost his fingers [sic].

Defense.

Because contributory negligence is not a defense to strict liability, the only question
is whether Child assumed the risk.

ASSUMPTION OF RISK requires plaintiff to understand the nature and extent of the
risk and to disregard that risk.  Here there is no evidence that Child apprehended
a risk when approaching the Zebra.  Indeed, Child’s offer of candy was a friendly
gesture that showed Child probably was comfortable and had no idea that his
fingers were in danger.

Therefore Child did not assume the risk of injury.

Domestic Animal?

Zoo could try to claim that, like a horse, a Zebra is a domestic animal, and as such,
Zoo would not be strictly liable unless the zebra had known dangerous tendencies.
However, this claim should be dismissed because a zebra only looks like a horse;
they [sic] are not, however, domesticated.
Under the facts Child should be able to recover from Zoo in Strict Liability.

Negligence?
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Negligence is conduct that falls below the standard of care set by law to protect
others from unreasonable risk of harm.

Here Child may also assert a claim in negligence if he can show that Zoo breached
an owed duty to him, actually and proximately causing Child’s damages.

Vicarious Liability

Under the doctrine of RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR Zoo will be liable for torts
committed by its employees if they act within the scope of their duties.

Here the maintenance employee was doing his duties, cleaning up, when he threw
the rag into the hot room.  Zoo will be liable for any tort arising from this act if it is
tortious.

Duty.

Zoo owes a duty to act as a reasonable zoo.  In addition, as possessor of land, they
owe a duty not to harm others outside their land by activities on the land.

Breach.

Under Cardozo from the Palsgraf decision a duty is owed to all foreseeable
plaintiffs, generally within the zone of the activity.  Here it is foreseeable that an
escaped Zebra would run into civilians and so Zoo was under a duty to be very
careful this wouldn’t happen.

Here Zoo breached this duty in possibly several ways.

1. First, Child could argue that Zoo’s employee was negligent in not realizing
that a rag soaked with a flammable liquid could spontaneously combust in a hot
enclosed room.  This, however, is a poor argument because most maintenance
men do not have that understanding of physics and chemistry.

2. Second, Child could claim that Zoo did not build a strong enough fence to
keep the zebras penned in.  This is not so strong either because the force from the
broken water main probably exceeded any natural force that could reasonably be
foreseen.  But if the fence was not strong for normal wear and tear Child could show
breach here.

3. A third argument, much better, is that Zoo has a duty to notice when wild
animals escape and has ready plans to round them up or tranquilize them if they do
escape.  Here it seems Zoo did nothing while the zebra ran away.

Therefore Zoo has breached its duty to control its animals.

Causation.

Zoo might claim that the Child’s offer of candy was superseding cause that breaks
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the chain of proximate causation.  However, Child would have to be doing
something independent and unforeseeable for Zoo to prevail.  While carrying candy
is not a response to an escaped zebra, it is not unforeseeable that a child should
have candy, nor is it unforeseeable that such a child might offer it to the zebra.

Damages.

Discussed supra.

Defenses.

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE is conduct by the plaintiff that fails to conform to
the standard of care set by law for the plaintiff’s own protection.

Here a CHILD STANDARD OF CARE applies.  Child will be expected to act as a
reasonable child of similar age, experience, and education will act in similar
circumstances.

Here Child’s behavior is typical of a “young child” and is therefore not negligent.

ASSUMPTION OF RISK fails for the similar reason as discussed supra.

Therefore Child could also recover for his damages under Negligence theory.


